**Wireless Video System - ALEXA SXT W & ALEXA LF**

**Configuration Overview | 1.3.0 / 2020.02**

### Wireless Video Sets

Battery Adapters need to be ordered separately

##### Complete Wireless Video Pro Set

- **KK.0024404**
  - Wireless Video Transmitter WV-T-1 device
  - Wireless Video Receiver WV-R-1 device
  - Wireless Video Receiver small WV-R-1s device
  - Power CABLE OUT/12V (2p) - RS/PWR IN (3p)
  - Cable US: 0.5m/1.6ft
  - Cable LS: 0.5m/1.6ft
  - L-Bracket
  - HDMI BNC Cable (0.3m/1ft)
  - Multi Interface Adapter MIA-1
  - 3/8in Thread Adapter
  - Receiver Power Supply RPS-1
  - Antenna Video/WiFi/ECS
  - Wireless Video System Case
  - USB Cable WVS

##### Complete Wireless Video Basic Set

- **KK.005001**
  - Wireless Video Transmitter WV-T-1
  - USB Cable WVS
  - Cable US: 0.5m/1.6ft
  - Cable LS: 0.5m/1.6ft
  - L-Bracket
  - HDMI BNC Cable (0.3m/1ft)
  - Multi Interface Adapter MIA-1
  - 3/8in Thread Adapter
  - Receiver Power Supply RPS-1
  - Antenna Video/WiFi/ECS
  - Wireless Video System Case
  - USB Cable WVS

##### Dual Wireless Video Receiver WV-R-1, Pro Set

- **KK.001511**
  - Wireless Video Receiver WV-R-1 (2x)
  - Wireless Video System Case (10x)
  - Multi Interface Adapter MIA-1 (2x)
  - USB Cable WVS
  - Receiver Power Supply RPS-1 (2x)

### Wireless Video Receiver WV-R-1, Basic Set

- **KK.0015010**
  - Wireless Video Receiver WV-R-1
  - Multi Interface Adapter MIA-1
  - USB Cable WVS
  - Antenna Video/WiFi/ECS (5x)

### Wireless Video Receiver small WV-R-1s, Basic Set

- **KK.0024403**
  - Wireless Video Receiver small WV-R-1s device
  - USB Micro Cable WVS
  - 3/8in Thread Adapter

### Wireless Video Transmitter WV-T-1

- **KK.0014051**

### Wireless Video Receiver WV-R-1

- **KK.0014053**

### Multi Interface Adapter MIA-1

- **KK.0014323**

### USB Cable WVS

- **KK.0014216**

### Antenna Video/WiFi/ECS

- **KK.0014568**

### Wireless Video Receiver small WV-R-1s device

- **KK.0022606**

### WVR-1 Pro Set for WCU-4

- **KK.0024475**
  - Wireless Video Receiver small WV-R-1s device
  - USB Micro Cable WVS
  - 3/8in Thread Adapter
  - Receiver Power Supply RPS-1

### Wireless Compact Unit

- **KK.0022606**

### DMS-1 Transvideo Mount Set

- **KK.0015184**
  - RA-4 Rosette Adapter to 19mm (2x)
  - LSA-1 Lighting Spigot Adapter
  - Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-5
  - Monitor Adapter for Transvideo
  - Single Support Rods 340 mm, Ø 19 mm
  - Handgrip without on/off switch (2x)
  - Shoulder Belt Adapters, SBA-1

### DMS-1 SmallHD Mount set

- **KK.0015185**
  - RA-4 Rosette Adapter to 19mm (2x)
  - LSA-1 Lighting Spigot Adapter
  - Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-5
  - Monitor Adapter for Small HD
  - Single Support Rods 340 mm, Ø 19 mm
  - Handgrip without on/off switch (2x)
  - Shoulder Belt Adapters, SBA-1

### DMS-1 Adjustable Mount set

- **KK.0015183**
  - RA-4 Rosette Adapter to 19mm (2x)
  - LSA-1 Lighting Spigot Adapter
  - Rod Mounting Bracket RMB-5
  - Adjustable Monitor Mount AMM-1
  - Monitor Adapter for Small HD
  - Single Support Rods 340 mm, Ø 19 mm
  - Handgrip without on/off switch (2x)
  - Shoulder Belt Adapters, SBA-1

Note: Optimized for use with WV-R-1. For use with WV-R-1s please add an RMB-3 (K2.0008186).

### Wireless Video Receiver WV-R-1 device

- **KK.0014053**

### Wireless Video Receiver WV-R-1, Pro Set

- **KK.0015050**

### Director's Monitor Support

### Power Supply

### Battery Adapters

### WVR-1 Battery Adapter

- **K2.0014205**

### Gold Mount BAG-1

- **K2.0014204**

### V-lock BAV-1

- **K2.0014213**

### Receiver

### Battery Adapters

### AMicrounder Adapter AMicrounder

- **K2.0024374**

### Battery Adapters

### WVR-1s Battery Adapter

- **K2.0024374**

### Gold Mount BAG-1

- **K2.0014204**

### V-lock BAV-1

- **K2.0014213**

### Receiver

### Battery Adapters

### WVR-1 Battery Adapter

- **K2.0024374**

### Gold Mount BAG-1

- **K2.0014204**

### V-lock BAV-1

- **K2.0014213**

### Receiver

### Battery Adapters

### WVR-1s Battery Adapter

- **K2.0024374**

### Gold Mount BAG-1

- **K2.0014204**

### V-lock BAV-1

- **K2.0014213**

### Receiver